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Previous studies Previous studies –– last 30 yearslast 30 years……
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Solutions: treatment strategies…
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→ is goal to remove Fe(II) more effectively or 
to leave reservoir for Fe scavenging?

Solutions: treatment strategies…
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*

Good morning…I am very excited to finally have this symposium happening…thanks to everyone here and joining in via the web for your interest.  And thanks to everyone who has helped in the preparations.

Before getting to the lectures that will be presented, I would like to briefly introduce the subject of the symposium, which will help set the stage for the talks to follow.

The title of my introduction is uncharacteristic of me. I really don’t like punning titles, but in this case, it was irresistible. I’d like to give a little background to the research going on this area in PRTD.

When I joined PRTD in the Library of Congress a little over 4 years ago, I was interested in getting involved with IGI research that would complement that (that Mark mentioned) already underway in the Conservation Division, because of my background in metal corrosion and in paper.  

As I began to go through the literature, I was struck by what I perceived as holes in our basic understanding of the chemistry of this important historic writing and drawing medium. 

In particular, I was struck by what I think are a large amount of assumptions that form the basis of the field’s understanding for developing treatment strategies to preserve degrading material. I must not be alone in thirsting for a better understanding of IGI if we gauge by the response to this symposium. 

For this reason, I organized this symposium in order to share initial findings of new research endeavors and to elicit discussion. I hope I’m not setting expectations too high -- but I hope you will keep in mind throughout the talks whether the research presented today challenges our thinking about this important material.









What is iron gall ink?

Why do we care?



*

So…what is IGI and why do we care about it?

In order to relieve the speakers from having to cover this three times, I will address these questions very briefly.









Ink chemistry…
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This image shows the basic, generalized chemistry of iron gall ink as we understand it. The large tannic acid molecule breaks down in water to form small gallic acid molecules. These combine with iron sulfate to make an insoluble, blue-black Fe(III) gallate complex.

BUT NOTE :

		Tannic acid comes from natural sources and can have a lot less or a lot more gallic units in it—this has caused a lot of confusion about the amount of gallic acid vs. Fe in both historic and model ink recipes used in studies

		The reaction assumes that the tannic acid hydrolyzes (or breaks apart) completely—but may not depending on conditions

		The reaction postulates oxidation of Fe from a +2 state to a +3 state in the final and principle metallo-organic complex (i.e., where Fe is bonded directly to the gallic unit)—another point that is not clear.

		Reaction products include sulfuric acid, which causes a very acidic pH—this is clear at least.











Final Ink Mixture

		Fe gallate complex(es)

		Gum (arabic): suspension agent or emulsifier

		Additional colorants,   e.g., indigo or logwood

		Additives, e.g., wine, KAl(SO4)2 or CaCO3 

		Contaminants, e.g., trace metals such as Cu, Co, Mn, Ni, and Zn





*

There is a great variation in historical recipes, however, which causes difficulty in treatment and in study of IGI, esp. in terms of drawing conclusions (too many variables)

However, there are common denominators in inks, especially the essential blue-black principal pigment formed, that can be clarified in terms of chemistry

Not really known the actual composition of Fe gallate (aka Fe tannate) complexes formed in the ink 

Addition of egg shells could be significant in terms of altering the pH of the ink









The Preservation Problem
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This slide tries to illustrate how important IGI is in cultural heritage:

Used from biblical times through 19th C, especially in Western World for documents and drawings.

Is a permanent ink, so used A LOT, especially for important (government) documents

Unfortunately not a stable ink in terms of causing degradation, as shown in some of these images, but you will hear more about this.









iron gall ink “corrosion”:

degradation of paper substrate from interaction with the ink

George Washington’s First Inaugural Address, Library of Congress Collection



*

		Common term is IGI corrosion – to me a misnomer, since this is not simple oxidation of a metal, i.e., what we commonly associate with corrosion

		What is meant , though, is the effect of these iron-based inks on paper and parchment substrates -- including ink’s tendency to seemingly burn into paper, 

		Resulting in, discoloration, embrittlement, cracking and even losses

		We are very familiar with this problem at LC, for instance in important docs like Washington’s inaugural address











		Changes in paper chemical properties

		migration of ions into paper (Fe, S, Cu)

		lowering in cellulose degree of polymerization

		presence of paper degradation products

		acidic pH 

		Change in paper physical properties

		yellowing 

		embrittlement overall and locally

		Loss of strength and flexibility

		water resistance changes around ink lines



Iron Gall Ink (IGI)-induced degradation



*

Commonly associated with changes in certain observable properties

Changes in paper structure and properties are of course related 









		Change in ink properties

		 fading

		darkening

		embrittlement and cracking

		acidic pH

		solubility

		Fluorescent haloes at early stages 

		Visual spreading of ink line



IGI-induced degradation



*











Previous studies – last 30 years…

		Different Fe(III) gallate molecular structures separately proposed by Krekel and Wunderlich (1990s); both have 1:1 Fe:GA

		Important advances through EU research

		Many empirical and treatment evaluation studies in the conservation literature 

		Food Industry, Biochemistry, Corrosion literature contains much relevant information about Fe-polyphenol chemistry





*

		What is really unknown is chemistry of ink itself, beyond early PhD and MS theses by Wunderlich and Krekel (90s)

		Important studies funded by EU in late 90s and beyond allowed groups of cultural heritage scientists and conservators to collaboration and help widen understanding of phenomenon and propose new treatment strategies

		Follow up to this work are many treatment performance-based studies, including those conducted here at LC—these studies compare treatments and use model inks and papers generally, but sometimes old artifacts, together with artificial aging, with tests that help judge relative effectiveness of treatments

		There is also a lot of literature in the food industry, biochemistry and metal corrosion fields concerning iron complexation with polyphenols – much of this knowledge has not been applied to study of inks – largely untapped in my opinion











IGI-induced degradation

		Vast majority of conservation studies center on cellulose degradation, not ink

		Known: most inks have low pH (H2SO4 product)→ acid hydrolysis

		Known: Fe(II) ions catalyze cellulose oxidation

		Unknown: why some artifacts remain stable

		Unknown: how to accurately predict which inks are “corrosive” or water sensitive

		Unknown: why current treatments do not permanently fix problem





*

So what do know after all of these studies?

		pH measurement showed a source of acid hydrolysis

		Recent work has verified that degradation is mixed acid hydrolysis and oxidation, validating assumptions that both acids and Fe(II) ions are causes of IGI-induced degradation

		Many things still unknown and poorly understand, though





Comes down to lack of knowledge of ink chemistry itself, including the basic starting materials, as well as degradation products of reactions in the ink itself









Main treatment strategies entail de-acidification and detection and removal of “excess, free” Fe(II) 

		 water or solvent washing 

		 de-acidifying baths

		 alkaline reserves 

		 antioxidants:

		 is goal to remove Fe(II) more effectively or to leave reservoir for Fe scavenging?



Solutions: treatment strategies…



*

Very important to treat objects with corrosive IGI, since many can’t just go into cold storage to stabilize or wait for solutions

We work with conservators when conducting research – 

Lucky at LC to have very active group who are quite versed in literature and current understanding

They make every effort to conduct best treatment possible while balancing treatment with least intervention

In case of IGI, intervention is quite often necessary









Status quo: common assumptions in the conservation field

		Krekel’s proposed Fe gallate complex formation reaction is correct (and Wunderlich’s is wrong)

		Balanced vs. unbalanced inks: excess Fe(II) ions, along with acidity, are the major causes of IGI-induced degradation

		Treatments currently used do not affect the stability of the Fe(III) complex 

		Antioxidant treatments with phytate salts are generally effective at retarding IGI-induced degradation







*

What we need to constantly examine as new information comes to light is do our assumptions hold? What assumptions need to be investigated because they are weak?

1. When I looked at lit, first thing I noticed was that there has been virtually No follow up on Wunderlich and Krekel’s structures, although they are in conflict

2. Firm assumption in lit and in practice is idea of balanced vs. unbalanced inks – not clear to me from my examinations and from studies

3. Need for more research to understand effect of treatments on ink – i.e., go further than performance studies which show one treatment better than the other == these studies also depend on model samples and on aging parameters

4. If treatments help, does that mean assumptions are all correct? Need to examine for same reason—most measured properties in these studies are indirect indicators – therefore are not conclusive about what is happening at molecular level.









New directions: collaborative research

		Lecture 1		New Insights into the Chemistry and Structure of Iron Gall Ink
Dr. Aldo A. Ponce, Visiting Scientist, Library of Congress; 
Dr. Karen J. Gaskell, University of Maryland-College Park;
Dr. Lynn B. Brostoff, PRTD, Library of Congress 

		Lecture 2		Iron Gall Ink Corrosion of Historic Documents Probed by   X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Dr. Karen J. Gaskell, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of Maryland - College Park; 
Dr. Aldo A. Ponce, Visiting Scientist, Library of Congress; 
Dr. Lynn B. Brostoff, PRTD, Library of Congress

		Lecture 3		Two Dimensional EPR Imaging of Mixed Oxidation States in Iron Gall Ink Containing Papers: Towards a Treatment Evaluation Methodology 
Prof. Richard C. Wolbers, Art Conservation Department, University of Delaware; Dr. Anthony F. Lagalante, Department of Chemistry, Villanova University

		Questions and Comments





		Because these issues are not simple, it is essential in taking the next steps to put together multi-disciplinary teams to tackle questions

		THEREFORE, my approach was to bring in collaborative team that bring expertise in different areas and also have fresh vision without clouding of assumptions about historical IGITeam at LC consists of 1) synthetic organic chemist with analytical chemistry skills, 2) surface scientist, 3) organo metallic chemist, Fe and glass chemists, 5) cultural heritage scientist.  We continue working closely with conservation

		Research is also collaborative with conservators at LC, with whom we share our results and keep open discussion

		Very happy to hear about collaboration between Richard and Anthony and glad they agreed to join us today: introduce

		So without further ado, we will have lectures in succession with question period following all three, please.



		This is essential to build multidisciplinary team, since truly is a complex problem – pun intended
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